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Key learning
Learn what keeps us healthy. 

Learn why keeping healthy is important. 

Complete a challenge and improve your health! 
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Starter Questions

Do you eat fruit and vegetables everyday?

How often do you brush your teeth?

Do you play sports?

Do you grow any vegetables?

Global Goals
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National Curriculum

Citizenship KS1

To know how to make simple choices that improve their 


health and wellbeing.

English KS1

To give well-structured descriptions, explanations and 


narratives for different purposes, including for 


expressing feelings 

EYFS Outcomes

Physical Development  Reception

Know and talk about the different factors that support 


their overall health and wellbeing. 



1 - 2 - 3


Keeping fit you and me

4 - 5 - 6


Touch the sky then pick up sticks

7 - 8 - 9


Parky pigeons jump in time


10 - 10 - 10


Keep moving, go again!

Sing-a-long
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Try this Parky Pigeon chant 

with your workout.



Keeping Healthy 
The choices you make can keep your body strong and well. 
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Regular exercise, eating fruit and 

vegetables will keep you healthy. 


Getting the right amount of sleep is 
also REALLY important for your 
growing body!


Brushing your teeth twice a day - 
think of it as a game!

Drink lots of water - 


KEEP HYDRATED!

Wash your hands before you eat.



Wash your hands Eat fruit Swim Brush your teeth

Scoot on the scooter Sleep Drink water Play with friends

Challenge Can you think of any more ways to keep healthy?

What do you do to keep healthy?
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Some different ways to keep healthy! 
Being happy is so important - it actually keeps you body and mind healthy too! 
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Singing
Singing can make you 

happy.

Go wild singing your 

favourite song!

Playing
Play helps you learn 
and grow. 

See where your 
imagination takes you! 

Listening to music

Music helps our brains 

and memories! 


It can help you relax or 

help you get excited!

Making friends 
and being kind
Silly things or serious 
things - make time to 
talk. It's good to be 
kind. If you see 
someone sitting alone 
ask them to play. 



Challenge
Complete this Earth Cubs challenge! 


Let’s have an active start to the day.

Can you start your day with a home 

or school workout?


Can you keep it up for 1 week?


See how many star jumps you 


could do.


Try to beat your score everyday. 



Complete your challenge and earn 

an Earth Cubs certificate.
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1

Collect the 
worksheets, 
scissors and glue. 

2

Cut out your lunch 
items. 

3

Decide what 
makes a healthy 
lunch and stick 
your foods down. 

4

Can you make a 
real healthy lunch? 

Scissors Gluestick   Lunchbox Fruits

Pack a healthy lunch!
Cut out the healthy images and stick them onto your lunch box.


Don’t forget to choose a drink! 
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Inside activity

Challenge Pick out the unhealthy food and pack an unhealthy lunch!



Pack a healthy lunch!
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Milk Fizzy drink NutsIce cream

Grapes Biscuits CheeseWater



Pack a healthy lunch!
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Carrots Strawberries Cucumber

Yoghurt Sandwich

Chocolate

CrispsBanana
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Go to the dentist
Play dentist and improve your brushing! 
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Inside activity

Playdough Rose food colouring White stones Toothbrush Toothpaste   String Tweezer

Gather some wooden tweezers. 

Perfect for grabbing teeth! 

Get a wooden toothbrush. 

Make sure those teeth are sparkling. 

White stones make perfect teeth! 

Make a basic batch of playdough and colour it 

with rose icing. Form the dough into the shape 

of a jaw. Add the teeth. Use the toothpaste, 

floss and brush to make any dentist proud! 
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Cut out a body 
shape and clothes 
to fit.  
Draw around a circle 

shape on card and 

create extra sleepy 

faces.

2

Count out stars for 
your night sky.

3

Create a frame 
using recycled 
cardboard and 
paint a blue night 
background. 
For extra effect, cut out 

different cardboard 

shapes and layer on top. 

4

When you are 
happy, glue the 
pieces down. 
Decide which sleepy 

face you want to use! 

Recycled cardboard Coloured wool Black felt tips Scissors  Coloured card   Blue paint

 Gold stars   A circle shape to draw around

Sleeping at night
Make a piece of art to show how you sleep at night. 
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Practical



1

Add brown 
playdough to the 
container. 

2

Tie the string to the 
wooden sticks and 
position where you 
want the 
vegetables. 

Add your small 
world house. 
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Get your 
vegetables ready 
for planting! 

4

Start gardening! 
Plant your 
vegetables. Add 
labels so you know 
what's growing. 
Put down your 
wooden blocks to 
create a path! 

Container Brown playdough  String Wooden sticks Wooden blocks Small world house 

Used vegetable off cuts Lolly sticks Glue Paper Black felt tip pen

Playdough garden
Can you grow healthy vegetables?
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Practical



Awesome!
You have learned about 


healthy living! 
Check out more Earth Cubs packs for more fun learning! 



Certificate
Awarded to Earth Cub

Congratulations!


You have improved your knowledge about 


healthy living! 


Learn the World! 




Visit the 

City Pack

City Litter and 

Plastic Pack

City Activity Pack
earthcubs.com

City Packs

https://earthcubs.com/resources/packs/visit-the-city-pack/
https://earthcubs.com/resources/packs/city-litter-and-plastic-pack/
https://earthcubs.com/resources/packs/city-activity-pack/
https://www.instagram.com/earthcubs/
https://www.facebook.com/earthcubs
https://twitter.com/earthcubs
https://www.youtube.com/earthcubs
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